Mobile Pay
A fast, easy and secure way for you to pay for eligible benefit account expenses

What is EBPA Mobile Pay?
Are you interested in a more convenient way to pay for benefit account expenses? Do you prefer to use contactless payments for all types of purchases? With EBPA Mobile Pay you can quickly and easily pay for eligible benefit account expenses, both in-store and online, using your digital wallet app on your mobile device.

How does it work?
To take advantage of EBPA Mobile Pay, simply:

- Open your digital wallet (Apply Pay, Google Pay, or Samsung Pay)
- Enter your benefits debit card details
- Accept the Terms & Conditions
- Complete the authentication process, as prompted
- Begin using your digital wallet to pay for eligible expenses

What are the benefits of using EBPA Mobile Pay?
- Provides access to a convenient and secure contactless payment option for your benefit account purchases.
- Uses tap-to-pay technology, which is more reliable and secure than other forms of payment. Plus, mobile devices often provide a layer of biometric authentication, resulting in safer transactions.
- Eliminates the need for you to touch payment terminals or pass your benefits debit card back and forth with cashiers.
- You can say goodbye to the hassle of having to carry your benefits debit card with you. Your mobile device is all you need to make eligible benefit account purchases.

Take advantage of the convenience of EBPA Mobile Pay. Add your benefits debit card to your digital wallet today!

https://www.ebpabenefits.com/
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